
Ellis Langford’s B Division winning Javelin model 
 
(ELD) and Sport Scale (SPSC). It was really 
interesting to see the variations in models. Everything 
from waferglass fins to piston style helicopters was 
there. Neat stuff! My main goal was to just fly. I 
didn't think I would be too competitive, I just wanted 
to be sure to get in all my flights. Saturday's weather 
wasn't the greatest. It was OK in the morning but 
turned windy by the afternoon, and the off-field 
obstacles made getting a returned flight challenging.   
 
I brought two kits for each event. For PD I used a 
QCR kit. On the first flight, I didn't pack the ‘chute 
quite right because it took a little while for the ‘chute 
to deploy. The second time I packed it too tight in the 
body and it spit the engine. 

(Continued on page 2) 
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RAMTEC Ramblings 
Article by Alex DeMarco, 

Photos by Mark Hutchinson 
 
This past June, Jeff, Mark, Wolf, Vince and I 
attended RAMTEC. RAMTEC is a two day 
regional competition hosted yearly by the Southern 
Pennsylvania Area Association of Rocketry 
(SPAAR). At our meets we average about five 
competitors, at RAMTEC there were 19 in C 
division alone! I was really looking forward to it.   
 
Once Mark and I arrived and raised the "Leaning 
House of ASTRE" we checked in. At check-in we 
received our name badges, signed up for range duty 
and were issued competition entry forms. By this 
time the rest of the ASTRE clan stumbled/staggered 
out of bed and had taken up residence in the leaning 
house. Since RAMTEC is held on the campus of 
Allentown College, a competitor can stay right on 
site in a dorm room. 

ASTRE’s home on the range 
 
The RAMTEC events were as follows: 1/4A 
Parachute Duration (PD), 1/2A Helicopter Duration 
(HD), A Boost/Glider (B/G), C Eggloft Duration  
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I had a homemade kit for HD. It flew twice without 
problems. However, compared to the other 
competitors its performance was average. But not 
bad for a homebrew though. 
 
For B/G I had two Ivee 2g's by Edmonds Aerospace. 
These gliders are really neat, easy to build, with 
decent performance. Of course it helps if the glider 
can get off the pop pod. I suffered a nosedive on the 
first flight, then I borrowed some graphite powder 
lubricant from Mark. My second flight worked and 
wasn't too bad. If it weren't so windy the boost 
would have been more vertical. 
 
Now, my nemesis C ELD! Thinking that I was going 
to out smart everyone I purchased a 13mm kit from 
Aerospace Specialty Products. The benefit of this kit 
is its ability to go higher. Unfortunately to do that 
you need to use a composite motor which has a very 
hot ejection charge. I packed in a 24 inch ‘chute and 
headed to the pad. The boost was pretty straight and 
high. When the ejection charge blew, part of the 
parachute touched the outside of the body tube, and 
being so hot, it melted right to it. Down it tumbled. 
Luckily the egg was still intact and the flight was 
qualified. On my next attempt I used my 18mm kit 
and packed a 32 inch ‘chute that Mark cut out for 
me. After ejection the ‘chute deployed, "Oh no! 
Look out for that... tree!"  Yup, it landed right in the 
top of a tree, unrecoverable. 

Alex’s Delta III model 
 
The last event I flew, was my qualifying flight for 
Sport Scale. For Sport Scale I brought 2 kits: a D-
Region Tomahawk and a Delta III. After careful 
inspection of my Tomahawk I noticed that I had 

really screwed up. I had painted it wrong! No matter 
how many times I looked at the specs I still got it 
wrong...UGGGH. So I entered my Delta III, and 
now it was time to fly. I flew my Delta III on a B6-2.   
It worked great! Nice straight flight with ejection at 
apogee. After returning it to the contest judge with 
no damage to report, my flying was complete. 
 
My flights occurred over a two-day period. As I 
said, Saturday was windy, and Sunday started out 
rainy. Once the rain stopped the conditions were not 
that bad. Some pretty impressive flying occurred. 
Had I known what Sunday's weather was going to be 
like, I would have flown less on Saturday. 

Steve Foster and Rod Schafer brave the elements 
 
So, what did I gain from this experience? Probably 
the most important thing I learned was not to rush. 
Hurrying to get all your flights in isn't worth it if 
they do not perform well. Take the time to pack the 
‘chute correctly, test the glider/pop pod fitting, fold 
that streamer correctly, and use enough wadding! 
 
ASTRE did well at RAMTEC, scoring 3306 points 
and coming in third of eight northeast and mid-
atlantic sections (including 1999-2000 NAR 
championship section NOVAAR!). Highlights 
included Wolf’s 2nd in 1/2A HD (85 second total) 
and 3rd in C ELD (120 second flight) and Jeff’s 
overall first in team division. Be sure to check out 
the RAMTEC results page at: http://users.supernet.
com/pages/feveryear/spaar/RAMTEC8.htm  We 
expect to send a contingent down to RAMTEC-9 
come next Father’s Day, so start planning now. 

http://users.supernet.com/pages/feveryear/spaar/RAMTEC8.htm
http://users.supernet.com/pages/feveryear/spaar/RAMTEC8.htm
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Editor’s Thermal 

Spreading the word... 
 

ASTRE has concluded its summer and fall flying schedule and is 
looking forward to a series of building sessions at our monthly 
meetings. It should help keep rockets on our mind through the 
winter. Watch for announcement of these upcoming events. 
 
One way to keep up with club activities is to subscribe to the new 
ASTRE group on the eGroups service (see next page). It’s a 
handy way to keep in touch with what the club and its members 
are doing. 
 
With better online communication and more members online, the 
question arises as to the need for the traditional paper newsletter. 
In many ways, much of the news carried in the paper newsletter 
can be presented (and in a much more timely manner) at the 
ASTRE web site or via the eGroups mailing list. 
 
I’ve got mixed feelings about it. I’ve had some good assistance 
this year from a few people, but putting out the newsletter is still 
a lot of work. Sometimes it gets hard to find the time or 
motivation to create an issue. On the other hand, I still find some 
aspects of the process enjoyable. The finished product is quite 
impressive, again thanks to the guys behind the scenes. In the 
coming months we’ll be looking at striking a balance between our 
club’s needs and resources. 

— Jeff Vincent 
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Stardust is published bimonthly by the  
Albany, Schenectady, Troy Rocket  
Enthusiasts (ASTRE), Section #471 of the 
National Association of Rocketry (NAR). 
You may contact us via: 
 

Jeff Vincent, Box 523, 
Slingerlands, NY 12159 

jvincent@wizvax.net 
 

Alex DeMarco 
244 Madison Ave., 

Rensselaer, NY 12144 
demarcao@sysadm.suny.edu 

 
ASTRE Online 

http://fly.to/astre 
 

ASTRE471 on eGroups 
http://www.egroups.com/group/ASTRE471 
 
Newsletter Drone: Jeff Vincent. 

PDF Pilots and Laser Jockeys: Alex 
DeMarco and Mark Hutchinson. 

ASTRE Webgeek: Mark Hutchinson. 

Digital photos by: Mark Hutchinson. 

Contributions by: Alex DeMarco, Mark 
Hutchinson, Etienne LaVallee, and 
Jeff Vincent. 

Mark Hutchinson’s 
RAMTEC Sport Scale 
Black Brant II sitting 
innocently on the pad, 
not knowing what lies 
ahead. 
 
 
 
Mark always follows 
Vern’s directions, 
although perhaps deep 
in his heart he suspects 
a D12, an 18” parachute, 
a persistent breeze, and 
a nearby treeline don’t 
mix. Wave bye bye. 

Who would clear a 
mysterious 30 foot 
circle in the forest? 
How would an errant 
Black Brant find it? 
This is one for Mulder 
and Scully. 
 
 
Reunited and it feels so 
good. After a long 
search, Mark emerges 
from the forest with his 
quarry. Anyone got a 
24mm F and a 36” 
‘chute? 

Mark’s Black Brant II Odyssey 

http://fly.to/astre
http://www.egroups.com/group/ASTRE471
mailto:jvincent@wizvax.net
mailto:demarcao@sysadm.suny.edu
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ASTRE Creates eGroups Group 
 
Always looking for ways to improve communication 
between club members, Alex DeMarco has created 
an e-mail group for ASTRE on the eGroups service. 
What the heck is that? Well, it’s basically a glorified 
discussion or mailing list. What the heck is that?!? 
 
OK, from the ground up... A 
discussion (or mailing) list is an 
automated server that receives e-mail 
directed to a group and sends the e-
mail to each member of the group. 
This was one of the first methods of 
communication on the internet, right 
on the heels of e-mail. Think of a 
bulletin board where you (or other 
members of a group) can post 
messages to the other members the 
group, except each message comes 
directly to your e-mail. 
 
eGroups expands on this in several 
ways. First, you have three options on 
how you get your messages: as 
individual e-mails sent to you, as a 
digest summary of the messages 
posted in a given day e-mailed to you 
(slower, but helps avoid mailbox 
clutter), or by visiting the group’s site on the web 
(back to the bulletin board metaphor). 
 
eGroups also offers a number of other features via 
the groups web site: 
 
• a membership list with user profiles and e-mail 

addresses, if you want to contact a particular 
member, 

• a file area where members can share text, 
picture, video, etc. files with other members, 

• a calendar which allows upcoming events to be 
posted (and allows automated reminders to be 
sent to members before each event), 

• a poll page where members can express their 
views, 

• a links page where members can post links to 
web sites of common interest, 

• a database page (used by my online racing 

league to maintain member stats), 
• and a web-based online chat room where 

members can meet and talk. 
 
Best of all, it’s free! OK, nothing in life is truly free, 
but the price for using eGroups is merely the 
occasional interesting, informative, and always 
entertaining banner advertisement. 

Alex has already subscribed any and all club 
members that he has e-mail addresses for. For 
anyone he missed, you can go to the “ASTRE471” 
eGroup at http://www.egroups.com/group/
ASTRE471 and subscribe to the group. 
 
 

JP’S 
TRAINS & HOBBIES 

277 Troy Schenectady Rd. 
Latham, NY 12110 

 
(518) 782-0981 

 
Estes � Quest � Aerotech � North Coast 

“You Need It, We’ll Get It” 

http://www.egroups.com/group/ASTRE471
http://www.egroups.com/group/ASTRE471
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The Mystical One 
A Way Cool E Helicopter Design 
 
by Etienne LaVallee 

reprinted from Star-Date 1.91 
 
Elsewhere you’ve read the coverage of this year’s 
RAMTEC meet. Before Glenn Feveryear and his  
crew hosted RAMTEC, the Rose family ran a series 
of WUBBA meets on the same weekend and in the 
same location from the late ‘70s to the early ‘90s. 
(And before that, Allentown College was the host of 
the Aardvark meets.) The name may change, but the 
tradition of a fun and challenging early-summer 
meet between the best northeast and mid-atlantic 
rocketeers lives on. With D HD as a NARAM event 
next year (and a fairly probable RAMTEC event), it 
only seems appropriate to republish these plans to 
give you some ideas for monster helicopters. — JV 
 

Every summer, when the sun is at its brightest and 
the humidity is at its thickest, a band of northeastern 
rocketeers get together to fly. And the oddest thing 
occurs—they fly for the fun of it (the thought of 
such a thing!). As the years wore on, WUBBA 
became associated with having fun the competitive 
way, flying events no one has ever dared (or wanted) 
to fly in the past. Thus came the growth of the 
popularity of high-powered helicopters as a 
WUBBA event... 
 
The Mystical One was designed as a model that 
pushed the aerodynamics of such a model without 
compromising strength. While I have developed 
plans for a single composite E model, the plans 
below are for the flight-proven clustered model. This 
version of the model won E HD for the Mystical 
Ship Team at WUBBA-13 (1990) and set a new U.S. 
Record of 153 seconds in the process. Here's a list of 
parts: 
 
       1 - 1/4" x 36" hardwood dowel 
       1 - NCR 36" thick-walled BT-20 tube 
       1 - Estes Big Bertha nose cone 
       2 - 1/8" x 4" x 36" medium-weight A-grain balsa 
       1 - 0.032" x 36" music wire 
       3 - Estes NB-20 nose blocks 
       1 - spool of 20-gauge copper or hanger wire 
       1 - sheet of Trim Monokote or mylar 
       1 - 1/4" I.D. fiberglass, aluminum, or carbon fiber tube 
       1 - 1/16" x 2" x 2" plywood 
       2 - Estes 3/16" launch lugs 
            several #64 rubber bands 
 
If you've ever built a Rose-roc, then you shouldn't 
have trouble with this, except for changes made in 
the nose/hinge area and in the fin area. The fin unit 
is made by first aligning and gluing the fins to the 
dowel. Next, cut three tubes to 4 1/2". Block one end 
of each tube and cut an exhaust hole in each. Glue 
one of these between each fin, allowing about 1/2" 
overhang at the end of the model, and fillet with 
cyanoacrylate and micro-balloons. And there it is—a 
cluster fin unit. 
 
To eliminate the draggy "empty zone" created 
between the hinge disk and nose cone on a 
conventional Rose-roc, I created what I call a 
floating nose cone. The cone itself is not glued in 
place, but allowed to "float". The hinge disk is made 

(Continued on page 8) 
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Fin drawn at actual size. 
Make three fins 
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Notes: 

See Text 

Designed By: Jean-E. LaVallee 

THE Mystical One 
DTP Layout By: Mark Hutchinson 

1.25” 

6.25” 

2.75” 0.15” 

Hinge Wire Detail: 

(Use .032” Music Wire) 

Hinge Wire 
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Estes “Big Bertha” 
Nose Cone 

.25” I.D. I.D. 
Tubing 

Thin Copper 
Or Hanging Wire 

1/16” Plywood 
Hinge Disk 

#64 Rubber 
Bands (3) 

.3” Diameter 
hole (x3) 

.25” 
Dowel 

Nose Cone 
not to scale! 
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(Continued from page 5) 

like a Rose-roc disk by lacing the rotor's music wire 
hinge to the hinge disk with copper or hanger wire. 
The Big Bertha nose cone needs to have the end cut 
off so that it is open on the adapter end. Drill three 
evenly-spaced holes around the nose cone about 1" 
down from the tip of the cone. Before attaching the 
rotors, the disk must be fitted so it will slide snugly 
into the nose cone's open end. The tubing (1/4" I.D.) 
is glued to the center of the nose cone and serves 
two purposes. First, it centers the nose cone on the 
dowel and the model. Second, by passing the rubber 
bands through the nose cone holes and around the 
tube, a simple rubber band mount is made and the 
bands can be easily replaced when they wear out. In 
essence, the nose cone is pulled down and the rotors 
are pulled up by the rubber bands. 
 
The final construction tip is on tuning the rotors. In 
the plans, the music wire hinge is bent so that when 
it is mounted on the rotor, the rotor's leading edge is 
angled downward about 20-30 degrees (when 
viewed from the tip). This creates a spinning effect 
much like that of a drill bit (and that's exactly what it 
will do if left this way—drill your model into the 

ground). By steaming the middle of the rotor, you 
can warp the outer half so the rotor's leading edge is 
angled upward 0-5 degrees (when viewed from the 
tip). This whole process results in a rotor that has an 
inner section creating increased rotation speed and 
an outer section creating increased lift. On paper it's 
a way cool idea. In practice, it tends to work better 
than no warping at all, but it can be troublesome in 
turbulent air. 
 
Prepping is pretty straightforward. The rotors are 
first folded widthwise, then folded down lengthwise 
and held there with two or three wraps of nylon 
thread. The thread is then passed through an exhaust 
hole and taped down. For E flights I've used both 
C6s and C5s in clusters. Don't mix C6s and C5s on 
the same flight—that makes for too much fun. In 
calm weather, five second delays work the best, with 
three second delays being more suitable in windy 
weather. I prefer to use flashbulbs for ignition, as 
they are more reliable than Solar ignitors and bus 
wire. Be sure to let the RSO know that you are using 
flashbulbs, as many launch systems can cause a 
premature ignition during a continuity test. 

U is for Unknown Local Meet Results, September 30, 2000 
 
Results            Name                     1/2A SD           1/2A HD          1/2A B/G          C ELDur 
C Div.         DeMarco, Alex             59 / 61              23 / 29              26 / 70              74 / EGG 
                   Hallenbeck, Doug         44 / 48              13 / 13              —                     68 
                   Hutchinson, Mark         37 / 32              ROT / 35          55 / 27              — 
Tm Div.      Acme Rockets Team     8 / 43                26 / 121*          NG / 35             101 
 
Points              Name                     1/2A SD           1/2A HD          1/2A B/G          C ELDur   Total    Downrated 
C Div.         DeMarco, Alex             160                   228                   340                   192             920              307 
                   Hallenbeck, Doug         96                     76                     0                       128             300              100 
                   Hutchinson, Mark         64                     152                   204                   0                 420              140 
Tm Div.      Acme Rockets Team     32                     380                   136                   320             868              289 
Section       ASTRE                                                                                                                        2508           836 
 
Note: There were not enough contestants present for the meet to qualify as an open meet (five), so the meet was 
downrated to a local meet. The "Total" column contains the points that would have been scored if it had been an open 
meet, the "Downrated" column contains the actual points awarded for a local meet.  
 
* - New U.S. Record 
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ASTRE Contacts : 
 
Alex DeMarco     462-8557      demarcao@sysadm.suny.edu 
Jeff Vincent         439-2055      jvincent@wizvax.net 
Chuck Weiss        883-8312      cbweiss@telenet.net    

 

How to get to Hunter Herman’s top secret 
rocket building shop (11 Vosburgh Road, 
Averill Park) 

• Take I-90 to Exit 8 onto Route 43 eastbound. 

• Follow Route 43 (changes to Rt. 4 and back to Rt. 43) for 
about 6 miles. 

• Left onto Route 351 for about 1.5 miles. 

• Right onto Route 66 for about 1 mile. 

• Left onto Vosburgh Road. 

• Hunter’s is the first house on the left (# 11). 

• For the directionally impaired, a map is available on the 
Building Session details page on the ASTRE web pages. 

 
 
Our build session models have or will include: 
 
• 1/2 A Boost Glider 
• 1/2 A Flex Wing 
• C Eggloft Altitude 
• D Helicopter 

For the past couple years, we have held meetings in member's 
homes. The meetings are usually informal bull sessions where club 
business is discussed first, followed by either general "what's 
new," or a predetermined topic or activity. This schedule can 
change, and it is advisable to contact Alex DeMarco to find out 
about any last-minute changes.  

December 9 (Saturday) - ASTRE Meeting and Building 
Session -   “QCR Auta-Sight I Flex wing Glider” at Hunter 
Herman’s workshop, 11 Vosburgh Road, Averill Park, 
1:00 pm. Contact: Alex DeMarco. 

January 13 (Saturday) - ASTRE Meeting and Building 
Session -   Model TBA, at Eric Schadow’s, 1990 Upper 
Gregg Road, Schenectady, 1:00 pm. Contact: Alex 
DeMarco. 

 

Watch the ASTRE web site (http://fly.to/astre) or ASTRE471 
on eGroups (http://www.egroups.com/group/ASTRE471) for 
announcement of more winter meetings/building sessions. 

 

June 16-17, 2001 - RAMTEC-9 Regional Meet - Allentown, 
PA. Events: TBA. Contact: Glenn Feveryear, 717-456-
5570, feveryear@cyberia.com 

August 4-10, 2001 - NARAM-43 NAR Annual Meet - 
Geneseo, NY. Events: 1/2A B/G, 1/2A FW, A Alt, B 
SRAlt, C SD, C ELAlt, D HD, Sport Scale, R&D. Contact: 
John Viggiano, 716-239-6046, jsvrc@rc.rit.edu 

 
Note: ASTRE events appear in bold type. 

 
For more NAR Northeast Region meet info, see: 

http://www.wizvax.net/jvincent/nercb.html 

ASTRE Membership Application 

Membership Dues (check one): 
 
[  ]  Junior member - $5.00 
       (under 18) 
 
[  ]  Senior member - $10.00 
       (over 18) 
 
[  ]  Family membership - $15.00 
       Number of newsletters: 
 
Please make checks payable to 
"ASTRE". 

Name 

Address 

City 

State                                                          Zip Code 
 
Phone                                                   Date of birth 

NAR number                                       Tripoli number 
 
                                  Send to: ASTRE 
                                                c/o: Eric Schadow 
                                                1990 Upper Gregg Rd 
                                                Schenectady NY 12306 

ASTRE Calendar 

http://fly.to/astre
http://www.egroups.com/group/ASTRE471
http://www.wizvax.net/jvincent/nercb.html
mailto:demarcao@sysadm.suny.edu
mailto:jvincent@wizvax.net
mailto:cbweiss@telenet.net


Jeff Vincent 
Box 523 
Slingerlands, NY 12159 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ASTRE’s Next Meeting - December 9 - Saturday afternoon, 1pm at Hunter Herman’s workshop 
ASTRE’s Next Launch - whenever Spring arrives 
In This Issue - RAMTEC, ASTRE on eGroups, and big honkin’ helicopters! 

How To Get To The Flying Field 
 
• From the east, take the Amsterdam exit (#27) 

off the Thruway 
• Take a right and follow Route 30 North for 

one mile. 
• Take a left at the second light after the bridge 

onto Route 5 West. 
• Follow Route 5 for three miles. Take a right 

onto Route 67. 
• Follow Route 67 for 5.5 miles. Shortly after 

passing FMCC, take a right onto the small 
road by Ed's RC shop. After one half mile you 
will see a white fence on your right. Follow the 
driveway and park in the parking lot and walk 
to the range. 


